Ten Killed, 26 Hurt, In Blast Destroying Roof-Top Laboratory

While mystery shrouds the details of the shattering explosion that rocked Cambridge this evening, Special District Attorney Johnny Carleton, ace of Technology's unions to end all unions organizes a red hunt on hitherto unparalleled scale to rid this world of evil doers, radicals and other instigators of Un-American activities.

His forehead set in wrinkles, "Muscles" Carleton paces among the strewn wreckage of the demolished building, his mastermind already burdened with the momentous task of unriddling the greatest of all riddles—the latest Peace Federation Budget.

Damage Estimated At Half Million To Defense Work In Wierd Explosion

An explosion killing at least 10 people and injuring 26 others rocked the Institute early this evening when the superstructure on the roof Building 6 was completely demolished by a sudden blast.

Little is known about the causes of this catastrophe, although it is believed that a high-voltage short circuit caused the explosion. It was definitely known that inflammables were being used in large quantities to clean the equipment in the framework buildings, which housed several important defense projects.

Half Million In Damage

Approximately half a million dollars damage was incurred in the blast, which swept down to the third floor destroying everything. Firemen and police officers are still searching the debris for the bodies of any victims. No hope is held for the life of anyone not yet discovered.

Rushed to Homburg Infirmary were 26 students, professors and secretaries found in the chaos shortly after the blast. The bodies of at least ten persons have so far been recovered, but they were not recognizable, because of the violence of the explosion. Dr. George Morse, head of the

Biologist Hawk Shaw
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For Boys To Play
by Stewart Rowe and Joseph Tankoos

If the number of parties going on this weekend is any criterion, the amount of work to be done between this afternoon and Sunday night will reach a record low for Technology. Everybody in school seems to have decided to make a real weekend of it, for fraternity dances and Commuter’s Carnival, Dorm Open House and crew race with Harvard all go to make up a smooth weekend.

Notable is the informal brawl— whoops, ball—that those intellectual local yokels, the Phi Beta Epsilon boys, are having at the Woodland Country Club in West Newton. Dancing starts at nine tomorrow night, with Baron Hugo, an outfit new to Tech dances, supplying the music. Summer clothes are in order, if Boston weather will cooperate.

Bradford Roof Dance

On the formal side is the Lambda Chi Alpha party on the newly opened Bradford Roof. An early start—8:00 P.M. to be exact, will see Burt Benton swinging out for the revelers. We confidently expect the dance to be an extremely pleasurable affair.

The Dekes, in their inimitable way, are having another “formal” dance at their house tomorrow night. The time is ten to two, the music by Mayer’s too-well-known but nevertheless smooth orchestra. Dinner members and dates precede dance. Thanks are due to Ed for the information he sent us.

Can You Invent?

Oh, yes, the Carnival. We know little about this annual fun fair, but it is well known to all of us. The information, with all necessary information, will be preceded by a sing, led by Chi Phi’s last in this column, but we have to be last. Their party is a formal record dance which, it has to be last. Their party is the Rube Goldberg contest, planned for the contest this weekend. It is going to be really super. Report it that one Halfaman Karask used in one dorm machine, number 357. And keep an eye on ChiPhiotron. The party promises to be loads of fun, even with those infernal eternal rat contraptions that haunt such places.

We don’t like to put the Phi’s last in this column, but evidently a lot of them want something to do tomorrow evening.
Do Your Heartstrings Tingle? Change Your Underclothes Now!

Health Dept.
Has New Drug

Dopes Have New Dope To Combat Malign Bug Of Technomalesis

Professor Camel C. Presscard, Dean of Science and Applied Differentiosilactilactility made public last night the results of ten years intensive study carried on by members of the Public Health department of the Institute in collaboration with several members of the female species. The results may be summarized in the following quotation borrowed from the original release:

"Whereas it was of the greatest interest to the advancement of the female humankind to determine the effects of various drugs and pharmaceuticals upon them, experiments were devised, ingenious no end, whereby effects of common microscopic organisms could be studied. The most amazing fact discovered by this process was that women are subject to frequent attacks of Technomalesis, especially in the vicinity of Wellesley, Radcliffe, and other assorted marriage bureaus.

Department Prepares Tablets

"To counteract these scourious ailments, the department of Public Health prepared zestotiamina-acidolindigestive tablets which have since become available to the general public at the popular prices of $86279424.00 per fifteen molecules. The effects are reported to be remarkable. Technomalesis germs reputedly fall dead at the very contact with the pill, as who wouldn't. (The name itself is ghastly, ain't it.)

"The experiment was tried out on various shemales with the most remarkable results reported from a certain miss who shall for the nonce remain nameless. A comparison between the pictures accompanying this article will show the difference between the woman before and after treatment. Unfortunately, however, we have failed to record which is or was which. Anyhow look and beware of any who is in the Latin would have it, carpe cano and drustlo cumbulitque at the vicinities.

Youse Corporation
Guys!

Want a campus! Every other in the country has a campus. The mugs up beyond the factory got a campus. But it, and we're mad.

A new use has been found for old razor blades. They are sharpened and used to remove excessive hair.

Parking rates in Metropolitan Boston increased 10 cents per unit with the introduction of more stringent Blue Laws.

In the front line of National Defense

Many of you are preparing to take your places in the nation's service. No matter where that place may be, you'll find the telephone industry right there with you.

For communication is the life-line of armed defense and of defense preparations.

At Western Electric we're making equipment for use now which normally would not be required by the Bell System for several years. We're rushing orders to equip new military posts—to provide increased telephone facilities for expanding defense industries.

In this time of need, as in calmer days, Western Electric's long experience and manufacturing facilities are demonstrating their worth to the nation.

Western Electric
... is back of your Bell Telephone service
COURSE PLANNED IN ENTERTAINMENT

Joseph Tankoos Heads Faculty Of Novel Orgy
In Education

Announcement this morning of the addition by the faculty of the Institute of a new course for the curricula to be offered next year presages a new departure in the fields of endeavor to be covered by Technology. The course, to be known as Entertainment Engineering, will be in charge of Professor S. Joseph Tankoos.

"Believing that the education offered here is too limited in its scope," said the official announcement telling of the innovation, "we have, after many years' study, completed a curriculum for the new course which we believe will broaden considerably the outlook of Technology men on life beyond the confines of the laboratory."

50% To Take Course

Arrangements have been made to take in the new course almost half of the present population of the Institute. Registration is expected to number that in the largest courses now being offered. All upperclassmen wishing to be considered for transfer to Ent. Eng. should see Professor Tankoos. Tankoos, who is at the third table from the bar at the Fox and Hounds Club. Registration is expected to outtake in the new course almost half of the present population of the Institute. Arrangements have been made to take in the new course almost half of the present population of the Institute.

News of this departure in higher education has spread like wildfire to all parts of the country, bringing hordes to the wake at all of the major colleges in New England, Harvard University, unwilling to be outdone in any field of intellectual activity, has announced that hereafter all entering freshmen will be put under the personal charge of professor H. S. (Chorus-girl-for-entrance-examination) Sorokin. Because of Professor Sorokin's excellent acquaintance with the field it is hoped that the Institute that their course will be able to get under way at least three weeks before the Institute will be able to accept its first students. Outstanding Faculty

An outstanding roster of men have been obtained by the administration of the Institute to make up the faculty which will administer the course. Besides Professor Tankoos, the following men, all experts in their chosen lines, have been signed: Francis B. Herlihy, Professor of Rumble Seats; Theodore H. Guething, professor of chosen lines, have been signed.

Lounge Lizards

Is Class A Group

Course XXV Grads Get New Honorary In Secret Conclave

Concurrent with the official Institute recognition of Course XXV, Entertainment Engineering, the Institute Committee in a secret conclave behind closed doors last night granted the full honors and privileges of a Class A activity to a new honorary society intended solely for members and graduates of this course.

After a heated debate, which often bordered closely on personalities, a cheering, riotous Inst. Comm. led by such BMOC's as smiling Jocko Herlihy, MITAA prexy, Bob MacBride, dormitory man-about-town, and Jerry Coo, Senior Class president, ran roughshod over the plebian protests of Greas I. Grind and Bill Brownbagger and voted overwhelmingly for the recognition of the Lounge Lizard society.

Planned by Course XXV

Officially titled Lambda Lambda the new honorary fraternity has long been in the minds of various factors behind the initiation and organization of the Institute's newest pedagogical program.

Charter of the society states as its aims, "The promulgation of a spirit of gay, carefree and careless fun; the organization and formation of numerou...
Jini Wilson, Versatile Vocalist

Jini Wilson, Newton Girl, who Traveled Far; Versatile Vocalist far from being the typical beautiful but dumb type Jini Wilson is a versatile and many-talented young lady, who swims, flies, sails, and — get this takes stenography in her spare afternoons.

Jini is Versatile

Far from being the typical beautiful but dumb type Jini Wilson is a versatile and many-talented young lady, who swims, flies, sails, and — get this takes stenography in her spare afternoons.

Anyhow Jini is telling us about this flying business: It seems we were coming down, like the birds, from Maine and the Joe who owns the plane says: "Want to fly" so we grasp firmly the control things and on to Boston — Athens, you know — as J. P. Marquand says —Well, when we get there Joe owner lands the thing and says — still talking — "How long have you been taking lessons?"

Says Jini, in that way very pretty girls have; you know what we mean, that sirupy, soupy drawl: "Never took any."

Likes Swimming

In addition to all this wings stuff, our smooth songstress is also much interested in the swimming angles — I mean curves. When it was suggested that she drop around and see our — get that Lindberg stuff — super, super new functionally designed bath-tub much enthusiasm was the answer. Main sideline in Jini's life, besides the stenography of course, is modern — sure you know — painting. When we asked whether dope or cheap gin was the best thing to use to get in the proper spirit for this sort of thing, Jini claimed that she didn't use either. Instead, she recommended very deep classical music to elevate one's soul out of the crass realm of practical shapes and objects. Though we haven't seen any of this work we'd like to come up and see your cubes some time Jini?

Anyhow Jini is telling us about this flying business: It seems we were coming down, like the birds, from Maine and the Joe who owns the plane says: "Want to fly" so we grasp firmly the control things and on to Boston — Athens, you know — as J. P. Marquand says —Well, when we get there Joe owner lands the thing and says — still talking — "How long have you been taking lessons?"

Says Jini, in that way very pretty girls have; you know what we mean, that sirupy, soupy drawl: "Never took any."

likes Swimming

In addition to all this wings stuff, our smooth songstress is also much interested in the swimming angles — I mean curves. When it was suggested that she drop around and see our — get that Lindberg stuff — super, super new functionally designed bath-tub much enthusiasm was the answer. Main sideline in Jini's life, besides the stenography of course, is modern — sure you know — painting. When we asked whether dope or cheap gin was the best thing to use to get in the proper spirit for this sort of thing, Jini claimed that she didn't use either. Instead, she recommended very deep classical music to elevate one's soul out of the crass realm of practical shapes and objects. Though we haven't seen any of this work we'd like to come up and see your cubes some time Jini?
In an attempt to find out the effect of the proposed admission of 300 women students in Technology, the social research department has been admitting women from Wellesley and Simmons to freshmen chem lab and observing the reactions.

Scene in one of the classrooms assigned by the Institute to Professor Seeley for use in his branch of the new course in Entertainment Engineering. Shown is a class in session. (For story see Page 6).
seance and possible death by torture. The able, yesterday, to take this hitherto un-
of The Toad’s dreaded secret agents in full
errier pigeon in each man’s arm that The Toad
ignal Corp training. (Story on Page 11).

As you can all see from the photo, he can shake a mean mixer. The Tech
therefore believes that the above-pictured gent should be appointed assistant
to Professor Joe Tankoos in the E. E. (Entertainment Engineering, of course)
Department. (Story on Page 6).

SECRET RESEARCH PROJECT

Twelve consecutive months of classes
under the new engineering speed-up
program did this to The Tech’s test
specimen. Please, Uncle Sam, don’t
let it happen to us.

Just before publication tonight, the Institute released this picture of weather
forecasting research project that WAS going on in outhouse on top of Eastman
Building.
Sketch Of Building To Replace One Destroyed Today In Blast

With typical Technology promptness and efficiency, Alvar Aalto, visiting lecturer for Course IV, completed the above sketch of the proposed building, which will replace the now defunct Eastman Laboratories, in time for publication in The Tech.

CAMBRIDGE
CAMERA SUPPLIES
We offer you:

FRENCH ART STUDIES
PORNOGRAPHIC PICTURES
BEAUTIFUL MODELS
EVEN CAMERAS

BUY NOW—INEXPENSIVE

SPRING
FURNISHINGS
THAT
FIX the FASHION

Now Is The Time
AND
Here Is The Place

To select your complete wardrobe. A store where you are not urged to buy and a selection that is second to none.

SHIRTS
$2.00 AND UP

A wide range of fabrics. All of the popular style collars, regular style with and without buttons, tabs or tabless as you prefer in a variety of cloths and colorings.

TIES
$1.00 AND UP

Sport wools and foulards, hand blocked in England and regimental stripes.

HOSE
50¢ AND UP

Full length and anklets, lisle or wool, 6 x 3 ribs, plain and clox, imported argyles and brushed wool.

SLIPONS
$4.00 AND UP

Wool, camel's hair, cashmere, alpacas with or without sleeves. In all the popular plain colors, imported and Domestic.

SPORT SHIRTS
$2.50 AND UP

Short sleeves or long, cool fabrics or wool for warmth. Also gabardine, corduroy, flannel, and many other fabrics.

TEDFORD-HARVARD INC
1442 MASS. AVE.
HARVARD S
Thode Thwarted
Quinn In Plot
Against Society

Hague Protege Fails
In Sabotage Attempts

On Technology Morale

Unusually reliable sources report that the Gesch-Tech-po, Herr Heinrich Thode's secret police, have discovered a gigantic undercover plot by the fifth column to Newarkize Tech. Behind this dastardly scheme is some other than that disciple of Haguean philosophy, that leader of the Green Shirts, that smiling, curly-headed darling of the Tech coeds, Jocular John Joseph Quinn, '42. Though all details of this plan have not been disclosed, the general outline has been surmised through skillful and delicate questioning of the leaders, a technique for which Herr Thode's Tin Guard is famous.

Party School Grad

Apparently Genial Jack has been an ardent student of Newarkism for many years. Prior to attendance at Tech, where he was sent in 1939 to eliminate party propaganda, he attended the Hague School of Newarkism at Jersey City. There he learned about free love, strike technique, etc. (For further information about the party school see Jan Val-Hawk's "Out of the Fog").

Addlebrain Quinn, in his boyhood days, was a member of the Hague Yor-Movement, where many hikes through the famous scenic Hoboken hills, developed his enviable physique, in part accounts for his present physical condition in the foreground of male pulchritude.

Successful Green Shirt

After years in the Youth Movement, where many hikes through the famous scenic Hoboken hills, developed his enviable physique, in part accounts for his present physical condition in the foreground of male pulchritude.

for Acadromats Only

For your convenience, a list of books recommended by the officers for the amusement and entertainment of our students is enclosed. This list is compiled from the reading list of various professors and includes a wide range of subjects from history and philosophy to science and literature. We hope you will find these books interesting and informative.

READ & WHITE

MEN'S and WOMEN'S
FORMAL CLOTHES
RENTED
FOR ALL OCCASIONS
"QUALITY ALWAYS"

READ & WHITE

111 SUMMER STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
LIBERTY 7350-7351

The birth rate is high in New Guinea.

Lounge Lizards
(Continued from Page 6)
as epitomized in "Eat, drink, and be merry."

Seely, Hense, New Officers
Representing the society before last night's enthusiastic Institute Committee was newly elected secretary Franklin P. Seelipoulos. the day after he occupied a prominent place in the Greek War Relief Society Ball and newly installed President Willie House, outstanding Technology party boy.

As set up in the new charter the Lambda Lamba will carefully select its members from the enrollment of Course XXV after conferences with the course registration officer and other officials. All candidates will be put through an exhaustive elimination examination and the successful ones must then secure the unanimous approval of all Lambda Lambda's as well as the approval of a majority of the bartenders on the society's selected list. A cocktail party for the initiates will then be held out at Pine Manor Junior College. A program of action for the society is slowly being developed and when sufficiently prepared will be released by the officers for the amusement and astonishment of the student body.
The Tech Sues Voo Doo On Plagiarism Charge After Spurious Issue

D. A. Charles Speas
Says Gross Violation Of Patent Laws Is Oh So Very Obvious

Plagiarism charges were filed against Voo Doo, the humor magazine of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, it was announced last night in matrernal court, by District Attorney Charles A. Speas, because of their gross violation of copyright laws.

Complaint was made by Albert F. Clear, General Manager of The Tech, because of VooDoo's outright theft of The Engineer's Twenty-third Psalm which they published in their last issue. And we do think that it should be the last.

First in The Tech

"It appears", explained Clear, "that the poem was first published in The Tech, Vol. LIv April 10, 1934 and since it appeared in The Tech six long years ago.

Vera, I say unto you, marry not an engineer. For an engineer is a strange being, and is possessed of many evils.

Yea, he speaketh eternally in parables which he calleth formulas. And he wieldeth a big stick which he calleth a slide rule.

And he lacketh only one bible, a handbook.

He thinketh only of stresses and strains, and without end of thermodynamics.

He showeth always a serious aspect and seemeth not to know how to smile.

And he picketh his seat in a car by the springs therein, and not by the damsels.

Neither does he know a waterfall except by its horsepower.

Nor a sunset except that he must burn more wattage, Nor a damsel except by her live weight.

Always he carrieth his books with him, and he entertaineth his sweet heart with steam tables.

Twenty-Third Psalm For Engineers as it appeared in The Tech six long years ago.

Verily, I say unto you, marry not an engineer. For an engineer is a strange being, and is possessed of many evils.

And he picketh his seat in a car by the springs therein, and not by the damsels.

Neither does he know a waterfall except by its horsepower.

Nor a sunset except that he must burn more wattage, Nor a damsel except by her live weight.

Always he carrieth his books with him, and he entertaineth his sweetheart with steam tables.

Seeley Takes Plaque Offered By Glamor Girls

Awarded the plaque given each year by the American Institute of Glamour Girls and other social Paradies to the most courteous escort was Frank Seeley, '42 of the Chi Phi House.

In conferring the plaque Miss Vera ilng Hair, President of the society, said:

"It is unfortunately true that people like us have very much trouble in securing the proper sort of an escort for a date. It seems that the average boy—the dull beast—is not interested in the brilliant conversation we can keep up about the topic of ourselves. It is also true that this sort of a person wants something more on an evening than a well groomed beautiful statue to which he can listen. Rather rare indeed is it when we find some one who is content to do nothing but listen to us stupidly prattle on; who seems to enjoy our utter worthlessness and lack of ability to think; and who will take us wherever we wish, regardless of cost; and who, when the evening is over will carefully take us home, without being fresh and brazen and attempting to hold hands.

"It is therefore with great pleasure that I award this little token of our appreciation to Frank Seeley of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology."

Seeley Sails

After being saluted by all the members Seely was allowed to retire, snail and lipstick splattered to the statue to which he immemorially set sail for parts unknown in the lubricated associations where he immediately sat call for parts unknown in the lubricated association diaphys.

The First Church of Christ, Scientist

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

Sunday Services 10:15 a. m. and 7:30 p. m.
Sunday School 10:45 a. m.; Wednesday evening meeting at 7:30, which include missions revealed a new office of the Director of Mission.

For Queer Conquest

Part of the plea read as follows:

"Since the unknowns is taught by us has far exceeded the number of letters in the English and Greek alphabet, including misspelled Latin, and we do not wish to be a political party by using combinations of letters, we the undersigned, ask for new fields from which letters so our superficial minds will not go unnamed."
McGuire
Captain
Kickers Team

As Fish-Tossers' League To Kick Ball; Yes It To Mother

Mr. Sage and tell him what a super
flunking out. Just stop in and see

Mr. Sage is of the famed Number
Handles

Nat McL. Sage Handles
This Here Brawl Tonight

WANTED

Colonel Langdon Flowers

If You're
At A Doctor's
Office He Asks You
To Read Something Like This

This is to test your beautiful blue
eyes for the many eye troubles result-
ing from looking at things you
shouldn't. Much research has been
made by Technology engineers in re-
cent years in this field and we present
here some of their findings.

If you can explain to your Simmons
or Wellesley date about the arc sub-
tended by an object at a given dis-
tance you can tell her why it is easier
to read big type and harder to read
little type. Even we can't explain why
it is easier to find light or dark type
on a page.

Or Was It Three?

Having finished off those three
Having finished off those three
Scotches you may find this paragraph
perfectly normal, but to those who are
perfectly normal, but to those who are
still sober it serves as a warning
against excessive indulgence,
against excessive indulgence,

Really reliable sources (not M.I.T.)
every reader to easier is it that us tell

Dean reached the president of
the freshman class Thursday evening,
and Colonel Langson S. Flowers is
being sought by the police of Greater
Boston for an alleged murder in a
Revere cafe.

The police promised that if the
capture of the notorious "Georgia
Peach" was not effected within
twenty-four hours, a nation wide
alarm would be sent out. Witness
said that all that was seen was
Flowers fleeing from the cafe with a
smoking revolver.

Rumors have reached us that the
Colonel was at the bar stopping Pepe-
ola with some Harvard friends and
discussing etymology, when the dis-
pute arose. Mr. Flowers then shot the
man.

"I'd do it again," Flowers declared.
"Any ...... that says that damnyank
is not one word deserves it."

"D'I'I_poo0 II0

For Acrobats Only

Nat McL. Sage Handles
This Here Brawl Tonight

Nathaniel McLean Sage, Jr., has
found time to stray from Isay Ort's,
Silver Dollar Cafe, Pen and Pencil
Club, the Crawford House, and Sallie
Keith to handle this here affair. It
is not known at the time of publica-
tion who Mr. Sage's date is, but the
last time Miss Keith was seen was at
the Theta Chi dance.

Mr. Sage is of the famed Number
Six Club, which is the nearest house
to Hahvah. This is the house with
the highest rating on the campus that
has Mr. McKinlon and his boys wor-
jed about so few of the class of '41
flunking out. Just stop in and see
Mr. Sage and tell him what a super
swell dance it is, and maybe you'll get
a free drink.

The institute circles are agog with the
discovery at 3:30 this morning of a
still in the committee room occupied
by Franklin Mabbett's Crawling Monu-
ment Committee. Members of the
committee, when finally found in
a back room of a dive in Scollay Square,
were placed under arrest by the
M. D. C. Without bail, the Boston
police refusing to have anything to
do with such big game.

Rabbit Mabbett, ringleader of the
Massachusetts Moonshiners, has been
held incommunicado in charge of the
case, but a reporter from The Tech managed to sneak an interview through the bars from the
next cell where he happened to be
spending the night, following a slight
misunderstanding on the part of the
M. D. C. When questioned by our
reporter, Rabbit, known as Shorty west of Lake Michigan, said modestly,
"Day don't touch me. I AM DB LAW."
Mabbett is known to be an old hand
at brewery, having learned the rudi-
ments of the art in 4-440 and on a
boat cruise at a convention of a cer-
tain well-known fraternity. Shorty's
constitutions will uphold him, he
feels, it is reported, but he fears an
investigation by The Tech, and the
Institute Committee. Proud of his
being called the Western Union Boy
by the architecture department, he is
afraid that his record by the diminished
record of an upstanding example of
young American manhood will be
embraced.

GET YOUR CAMERA SUPPLIES
From
LEE'S CAMERA SUPPLY CO.
298 MASS. AVE. — CAMBRIDGE

Walton Lunch Co.
Morning, Noon and Night
You will find All Tech at
78 Massachusetts Avenue
CAMBRIDGE

QUICK SERVICE
APPETIZING FOOD
POPULAR PRICES
QUALITY FIRST ALWAYs

THAT’S WALTON’S

1000 Boylston Street
Convenient to Fraternity Men
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Nat McL. Sage Handles
This Here Brawl Tonight

Nathaniel McLean Sage, Jr., has
found time to stray from Isay Ort's,
Silver Dollar Cafe, Pen and Pencil
Club, the Crawford House, and Sallie
Keith to handle this here affair. It
is not known at the time of publica-
tion who Mr. Sage's date is, but the
last time Miss Keith was seen was at
the Theta Chi dance.

Mr. Sage is of the famed Number
Six Club, which is the nearest house
to Hahvah. This is the house with
the highest rating on the campus that
has Mr. McKinlon and his boys wor-
jed about so few of the class of '41
flunking out. Just stop in and see
Mr. Sage and tell him what a super
swell dance it is, and maybe you'll get
a free drink.
avowed that only because he felt a moral obligation to straighten out the present social situation had he decided to sacrifice some of the time badly needed by his other academic and extra-curricular activities to undertake the handling of this venture personally.

Jocko, who explained to us, last night, the workings of his new brain baby has had definite experience along this line before which will undoubtedly prove of value in the management of his new date bureau. In addition to being an honors student in Course XXV Herlihy was one of the leading lights in the short lived "Committee to Consolidate College Committees Working for the Relief of Beleaguered European Nations", which was to attempt a gala relief show and concert.

Wide-flung Network Planned

As set up at present Fun Associated will have representatives in both fraternity houses and the dormitories as well as at the different young ladies' educational institutions. At each of these divisional offices applicants for positions on the lists of escorts, both male and female, will be interviewed and photographed. It is through these offices that all applications for service will be handled although they will of necessity be referred to the central clearing office for the assignment of escorts.

Assisting Jocko in the management of the new business are Jon O'Connor, prominent campus "smoothie" and Jackie Tyrrell, local lad about town.

Representatives at the various colleges who will act as department managers include: Kay Donovan of Emmanuel College, Margaret Schwartz of Pine Manor; Barbara Pierpont, Susan Young, "Taffy" Shepard, Coxie Green, Kay Lawrence and Margaret Cobble, all of Wellesley.

FRESHMEN
JOIN
BETA THETA PI

An ideal fraternity with a brand-new house. Running water in buckets, Simmons mattresses, Simmons beds, Simmons dates. Ten roommates for every pledge. Special pull with the professors and A. L. M. Dingee. Join the Betas NOW.

SPECIAL RATES — NO COVER

DICTATOR COE TELLS SECRETS

New Dictator Says Excess Illumination At Tech Formals; The Tech Agrees

Representing the Technology Bund, Inc. Jerome T. Coe, '42, prominent aryan member of the student body spoke in Huntington Hall at a special meeting last Wednesday. Addressing members of the Strength Through Joy organization he decried the shortage of dark corners at Technology dances.

With his purple and grey tie dangling under his double chin Coe declared himself Dictator according to the customary manner. The Institute Committee fire of a few months ago, which was blamed on the American Student Union, got Coe's particular attention in his two minute speech lasting the better part of the evening.

Saboteurs Enter

At his point five blonde foreign spies entered and sabotaged the meeting. Coe offered no resistance, but warned the other party members, "Remember, boys, everything I have said is between you and me and Hastie Price."

Donning his field grey uniform he stated, "I shall not remove this undershirt until our country is free from the American menace. Only true Germans shall enjoy the pleasures of an evening in South Boston."

Coe described Fritz Kuhn, his fellow member of the student body, as a bush league bandit.

Explosion

(Continued from Page 8)

Medical Department, said that the survivors were probably, but that a few were in danger.

Eye Witness Account

An unidentified student, Tech's photographer were witnesses in the court between 6 and the dormitories at the time of the explosion. Our photo said, "It was horrible, but for the force of the blast near me off my feet. I hate to think those people trapped in the building."

The possibility of sabotage hinted by the police, because national defense work in the roof-top labs, but Institutes said the chance was so the building was well guarded, official statement.

A coin dated 154 B.C. was unearthed in Greece.
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DUNLOP BALLS

DUNLOP TENNIS RACKET!
Beavers Aim For First Win Over Crimson Crew In Ten Years

(Continued from Page 2)

of boles are favored again this year, but one thing is certain — the boys from up river are going to know they have been in a crew race.

According to Coach Moch all the Beaver eights are better than they were at this time last year, but adds Moch so are the Harvard boatings.

Best bet for the Techem should be in the first race where an inexperienced but eager '44 shell which averages 6' 1½" and 278 pounds will face a young Harvard aggregation.

Topnotch Fifty Shell

In the lightweight race Pat Manning’s charges stroked and captained by Bill Bolt are potentially a crew which with the best fifty boats Tech has produced. Regardless, Harvard has an experienced boat, and in their last meeting, the Halves-coached men nipped the Beavers in the last five strokes.

With a new Pocock shell getting its baptism in racing, the Beavers may turn the trick.

Tech’s second boat with five of last year’s championship freshman eights on it is far stronger than the corresponding crew of last year. Marsh McGuire will be striking his first race.

Long Practice

Through the exigencies of Boston weather, the Beaver crews have been on the Charles five weeks longer than the Crimson. However, while the Institute eights were rowing in below-decking weather, the Harvard squad was working into condition in their rowing tanks. The Techem hit the river on February twelfth, and have been rowing continuously, even foregoing their coveted spring vacation to prepare for the season.

With the promise of a trip to Poughkeepsie at the end of the season, the varsity eight has rounded into fine form. From bowman and local boy Phil Phelan to brawny oarsmen Jim Malloch who hails from San Jose, California, the eight men and cox Reece Wengrenoth are determined to beat Harvard.

Behind Gavin and Malloch, Carl Mueller rows in the same spot he did last year. They come Seelers Alex Poaks and Don Dow, both of whom rowed on the first boat last season. Sophomore Jim Spits who never before has raced in intercollegiate competition fills the number three slot with big Bill Polbether at two and Phaneuf at bow.

Harvard Strong

Dick Wilson has been displaced in the stroke seat of the Crimson man by Wagner. The Crimson boating as tentatively announced finds Wagner followed by Hinckle, Whitman, Herter, Goddard, Gray, Pennoyer and Pirney with Ducey coxing.

Boston University is actually in unknown quantity in the race, but are not expected to furnish the other two shells much trouble. Stroke Koehn is followed by Captain LaRose with McRae, Mears, Bubl, Bornhoff, Golini and Barazoski bringing up the rear.

Pistol Champs

(Continued from Page 2)

of the opposition arose with a stream of unintelligible German, stomped his club foot with vigor, and delivered a vehement appeal to the League of Nations.

This outburst capped the climax of a remarkable season for the pistol team. Earlier in the year a contingent composed of Deadeye Dick Henry, Jerrin John Murdock, Jumpin’ Jack Caslin, Cross-Cy Brown, and Eye-Gulch Ed Owen, won the National TORC Championship which brings the William Randolph Scripps-Howard Trophy to Tech. Their score was a powerful 1499, Cantlin having an off day.

Offer From Prison

This season was also marked by an offer from the Massachusetts State Department of Correction to employ the whole team as prison guards after they defeated the regular guards in mortal combat. It is rumored that Cy Brown is rejecting the offer only because his silhouette is too good a target for any armed convicts.
Clara E. Bettes
Is Picked For
Lottery Drawing
By Committee

After a furious debate on the subject and on several others, the I.F.C. dance committee chose Miss Clara Ellen Bettes, Wellesley, '42, to draw the lucky numbers in the Champagne Lottery sometime this evening. A native of Longmeadow, Massachusetts, Miss Bettes is the dirty blonde date of Sterling H. Ivison, '41, former president of the T.C.A.

All persons entering the ballroom will be given a number and it is to be these numbers that Miss Bettes will draw from. A bottle of the most magnifique, the most superb, ach, such champagne,—an unopened bottle of liquid will be the prize offered to six couples.

Floor Show At Twelve
At twelve o'clock tonight, a splendiferous floor show, maybe, will be presented to the utter amusement and chagrin of all those who may have become comfortably ensconced in the arms of escorts and vice versa and vice, tee hee. Anyhow we warned you.

Undergraduate Notice
Two Chi Phi's want it brought especially to the attention of Hawk Shaw that while The Tech may make a mistake once in a while, that cheap excuse for a publication that he runs by remote control can't even learn by the mistakes of others. Notable is the sad and glaring error on page 9 of the latest issue of his rag. They still haven't learned how to spell Berigan. They make the same mistake twice.

SCINTILLATING SONGSTRESS

Miss Jini Wilson, West Newton girl who returns from a gala first night opening in Hollywood to entertain the gathering with vocals accompanying the music of Bob Hardy. Complete details on the glamorous young songstress are enclosed within these sacred covers.

Chaperones Us
Committee Members
And Pertinent Personal Details

Chaperones
President and Mrs. Karl T.
Professor and Mrs. James R.
Mr. and Mrs. Nathanial M. S.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter H. S.
Dean and Mrs. Walter R. M.
Mr. and Mrs. Horace S. F.
Mr. and Mrs. Delbert L. R.
Professor and Mrs. J. W.

Ushers
Hank Henderson, '42
Richard Gould, '41
Frank Wilbur, '43
Bill Boeche, '44
Jim Woodburn, '44
Don Moll, '43
David Greenberg, '42
Paul Speicher, '43
Harry Clew, '44
Walt Boyd, '43
Dick Woodson, '44
Pete Sibley, '42
Bob Reebie, '43
Charlie Smith, '43
Howard Scott, '42
Bud Hartman, '43

I. F. C. Committee
Nat Sage—Chief Big Wig
Don Scarff—Uncle Don
Sterling Ivison—Pretty Dale
Arnold Mengel—Inebriated
James Thornton—Fly Gloss
Ralph Wilts—Wilted
Robert Williams—Master
monies
Jack Klyce—Kibitzer
John Arend—Shylock
Robert Shaw—Problem Chil
Warren Foster—Stooge